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This is your Official Notice of the thirty seventh XXXVII
Annual General Meeting
to be held on Monday 14 April 2014,
at Richmond Yacht Club, Westhaven, Auckland.
1930hr: President’s shout at the bar.
2000hr: AGM comes to order.

After AGM: Guest Speaker Sandra Gorter introduces her book
“SEMPER FIDELIS”
This notice is issued on 24 March 2012 by Bob McDavitt as President of
CANANZ. All financial members of the Association are invited to attend.
or please send an apology beforehand to bobmcdavitt@hotmail.com.
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

Summer cruise

Weather was not OK for the 22 February.

WELL- it was likely the warmest (and muggiest)
part of our short summer, so would have been so
nice to have got out there for a swim. The
showers turned up, but were mostly over the hills
- good for the farmers-- and we might have got
away with an OK BBQ after-all -- but it was NOT
the best: it was mediocre with grey and a low
overcast and dull and misty conditions. ALSO I
think only a robust few would have enjoyed trying
to get back to Auckland in that near gale on
Sunday
Wind data courtesy of MetService and
Predictwind.com

Our second attempt was on 8 March, to Goldsworthy Bay, 2 in from Mullet
Point.

This time we had OK weather.

It was mainly SW, some swings to the south on
Sunday morning. Goldsworthy Bay has a problem:
it is difficult at low tide for the dinghies to return
to the yachts.
Aha!- The swing to the SE and then to the E which
I was talking DID occur, middle of Sunday night--they brought a few showers to Great Barrier area,
but nothing worth writing home about.
You can view Stephen’s shared photo stream
taken at our Summer Cruise on the web at:
Cananz cruise Mar 14

SO thanks to all those who popped along.

Attended by Pink Cadillac, Amigo, Southern
Venture, Déjà vu, Stolen Moments and Shabda.

On the lighter side

Here is an interesting article presented to Basil for this newsletter by Julian
Godwin, one of the founding members of the YNS now known as CANANZ. His
home built yacht ODTAA lives in the Clevedon River. It is a yarn about flying,
sailing, tramping (to Joskes thumb), and the thing these pursuits have in
common = navigation-- around Suva in the mid 40s. Sorry, my OCR couldn’t
turn it into text, so these are just scans (you’ll have to read it sideways):

If any other members have some item they would like to contribute to our
newsletter please forward to bobmcdavitt@hotmail.com --- PLEASE!!
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=--=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

